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Program 10:   40 points:             Due Tuesday, May 12, 2015 : 11:59 p.m. 

 

************ THIS PROGRAM IS NOT ELIGIBLE FOR LATE SUBMISSION.  ALL SUBMISSIONS MUST BE 
RECEIVED BY THE DUE DATE/TIME INDICATED ABOVE HERE ************* 

 
Objectives: This programming exercise will be the culmination of all concepts throughout the 
semester.  The emphasis for this one will be jagged arrays and try/catch and custom exceptions but it 
will utilize a little bit of everything done this semester.   
 

Program Description: 
 
The IWCC Registrar needs another program to help her determine grades and GPAs for a single student.  You 
will write a program that will allow her to enter the number of classes taken each semester, the letter grades for 
each class and then she will be able to choose a semester for a single semester GPA and finally the program 
will print out all the grades and a total cumulative GPA for the student. 
 
For this you will be creating a total of four (4) classes:  a primary instance class, a class with Main() that will 

create and use an instance of the first class, and two custom exception classes.  While the class with Main() 

will have an additional static method and will do some work, the great majority of the work will be done in the 
primary class.  You will need to supply the majority of the code along with the primary class code as indicated 
in the UML diagram below here. 
 
See the UML diagram below for the primary class that you will build. 
 
UML DIAGRAM FOR CLASS StudentGrades 

 
 

StudentGrades 

- grades : Character [][] 

- totalGpa : Double 

- totalClasses : Integer 

- semesters : Integer 

«constructor» StudentGrades () 

«property» Semesters 

«property» TotalGpa 

+ SetSemesters ( semest : Integer ) 

+ InputSemesters ( ) 

+ CreateSemesters ( sem : Integer,  

                  numClasses : Integer ) 

+ EnterGrades ( ) 

+ CheckLetterGrade ( G : Character) 

+ SemesterGpa ( semest : Integer ) : Double 

+ CumGpa ( ) 

+ CalcGpa ( total : Double, classes :  

                   Integer ) : Double 

+ ToString ( ) : String 
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DISCUSSION OF CLASS StudentGrades 

 
What follows is a short description of what each data member represents and what each method does: 
 
grades [][] 

 

 

 

totalGpa 

 

totalClasses 

 

 

semesters 

A private data member that is a jagged array of characters and will 
store the letter grade for each class for 4 semesters.  Remember, 
do not create the array here, only declare it 
 
A private data member that will store the cumulative GPA 
 
A private data member that will store the total number of classes 
taken by the student over the 4 semesters 
 
A private data member that will hold the number of semesters of 
classes taken 
 

Semesters A property that is tied to the data member of the same name. Do 
not do data validation for this property 
 

TotalGPA A property that is tied to the data member of the same name 
 

StudentGrades()  This is the constructor.  It will initialize the totalClasses data 

member to 0.  It needs to then call on the SetSemesters()  

method and pass it a literal value of 4. Lastly, it needs to create the 
grade array, using the data member semesters for the row 

number. 

 
SetSemesters()  This public method check to determine if the parameter is less than 

1.  If it is it will print an error message and indicate that the value is 
being set to 0.  It will then set the data member semesters to 0.  

Otherwise, if the parameter is not less than 1, it will assign the 
parameter value to the data member semesters. 
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InputSemesters()  This public method will go through each row of the array (be sure 
to use the proper structure to do this) and will use a try/catch to 

ask the user how many classes were taken semester 1, then 
semester 2, etc.  It will use Parse() to read in the input from the 

user.  It will then call on the CreateSemesters() method, 

passing in which semester is being created (think about how the 
semester numbers are related to the array index numbers) and  
the input from the user.  The catch will be a general catch that 
uses a System.Exception object to print out an error message 

that indicates there was a problem and prints the Message 

property of the object.  Then indicate that the user needs to try 
again.  This means that the try/catch should be in a loop of its 

own that will then go back and try again to get input from the user.  
The hint here for this is to see the PowerPoint slides for an idea of 
how to accomplish this looping with the try/catch.   

 
For this program, you do not need to worry about the input being 
positive or larger than, say 10 or some other reasonable number 
for how many classes a student might take in a semester – in real 
life you would need to do that but for this program we will assume 
that numbers are at least between 0 and a reasonable number, but 
you may not assume that they will be integers.  Once all grades 
have been entered a message stating such must be printed.   
 

CreateSemesters() This public method is where each row of the jagged array is 
created.  It will take an integer parameter that represents the 
semester/index number and an integer parameter that represents 
the number of classes taken in a particular semester.  Use this 
information to create the single array that is each row of the jagged 
array.  Only one single array, i.e. row, of the array is created with 
each call to this method.   
 
This method will also add the number of classes parameter to the 
totalClasses data member. 

 
If this does not make sense, be sure to get with me on this.   
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EnterGrades() This method will go through the entire jagged array and populate it 
with letter grades for all classes.  It will use a try/catch to prompt 
the user to enter the grades for a particular semester and class.  It 
will read in the grades, which will be a capital single letter, and will 
assign the grade to the array.  It will then call the method 
CheckLetterGrade(), passing in the element of the array to be 

checked.   
 
The catch blocks will check for an exception of the input not being 

the correct type for the array and also for a custom exception of 
the input not being a letter of A-D or F.  The error for the array 
input not being the correct type will only print an error message 
that the input was not the correct type.  The error of the input not 
being a letter will output a similar type of error message and the 
contents of the Message property for that exception instance.  

Both catches will include "Try again." as part of the message 

output. 
 
For the user to try again, the try/catch will again need to be in 

its own loop, similar to the InputSemesters() method. 

 
You may assume that if the input is a character, it will be a 
uppercase letter.  You are not guaranteed that it will be a character 
or that it will be a correct letter. 

 
CheckLetterGrade() This public method will have a character parameter that is a 

single letter grade to check that it is an A-D or F.  If it is not, then 
it should create a custom exception called 
IncorrectLetterGradeException and will throw that 

exception.  If the grade is acceptable, nothing will happen. 

 
SemesterGpa() This public method will have an integer parameter that 

represents the semester for which the GPA is being calculated.  
The method will need to go through the row that represents that 
semester.  It will need to convert each letter grade to a point 
value (A == 4.0, B == 3.0, etc.) and then use this point value for 
calculating a sum.   
 
It will then use a try/catch to call the method CalcGpa() 

using the sum just calculated as the argument in the method call 
along with the number of classes taken that semester.  The GPA 
returned from CalcGpa will be assigned to a variable to be 
returned to the calling method.  The catch will check for a 

custom exception that might be thrown by CalcGpa().  The 

catch will print an error message that includes the Message 

property of the exception object and will also print out that the 
student must take a class before the GPA can be calculated. 
Lastly it would assign a value of 0.0 to the variable that will be 
returned to the calling method, as the GPA. 
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CumGpa() This public method will calculate the cumulative GPA.  It may not 
just take the 4 semester GPAs and average them but must go 
through the entire array from beginning to end and determine the 
entire GPA of all grades.  For adding the sum of all the values of 
the grades it will operate very similarly to SemesterGpa(). 

 
It will then use a try/catch to call the method CalcGpa() 

using the sum just calculated as an argument in the method call, 
along with the total number of all classes taken as the other 
argument.  The value returned is assigned to the data member 
totalGpa.  The catch will check for a custom exception that 

might be thrown by CalcGpa().  The catch will print an error 

message that includes the Message property of the exception 

object and will also print out that the student must take a class 
before the GPA can be calculated. Lastly it would assign a value 
of 0.0 to the totalGpa. 

 
CalcGpa()  This public method will take a double parameter that is the sum 

total determined in the calling method and a integer value that 
represents the number of classes to use for calculating the GPA.  It 
will check for the number of classes being less than 1.  If it is, it will 
create an instance of the custom exception 
FloatingPtDivideByZeroException and will throw that 

instance.  If the number of classes is not less than 1, it will 
calculate the GPA and return that value to the calling method. 
 

ToString()  This public method will override the Object class ToString().  

It will create a string that will print the string "Student's grades are:" 
and will then print all grades as shown in the sample output.  This 
will require continually concatenating onto the string initially 
created and then finally returning that string.  In one of the earlier 
programs with a class and a ToString() method, there was 

something similar done.  You can use that for an idea of how to 
approach.    
 
Again, be sure to get with me asap if you really don't have any idea 
how to approach this one. 
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A MAIN / TEST PROGRAM (UseStudentGrades.cs) 

 
To use your implementation of the StudentGrades class, you will need to create the following class that has 

Main() and an additional static method.  This class will be in the same project: 

 
  using System; 
 namespace JDoe_Prog10  //you will replace JDoe with your own name 

 { 

public class UseStudentGrades 

{ 

    public static void Main(string args[]) 

    { 

        //Create a StudentGrades object, you may choose  

                     //the object name 

        //The StudentGrades instance will call InputSemesters()  

        //The StudentGrades instance will call EnterGrades()  

        //Print the StudentGrades instance 

        //Call on the static method SingleSemesterGpa() 

        //The StudentGrades instance will call CumGpa()  

        //The StudentGrades instance will be printed  

        //A print statement is generated that will use the 

        //StudentGrades instance's TotalGpa property to 

        //print the cumulative GPA, to 2 places after the decimal 

    } 

 

    //header here for a public void method called SingleSemesterGpa()  

    //that requires a StudentGrades object for a parameter 

    { 

       /*implement a method that will ask the user for what semester 

 a GPA is desired.  It will use the TryParse() method to do 

 data validation to ensure that the semester entered is an 

 integer and is > 0.  If the input is not valid, it will print 

 an error message that the number must be an integer between 

 1 and whatever the value is in the parameter's Semesters 

 property and will tell the user to try again. 

 

 It will then call on the parameter's SemesterGpa() method 

 passing in the semester number indicated by the user and 

 will print the GPA returned, to 2 places after the decimal. 

 

 Lastly, it will ask the user if another semester GPA?  Any 

 variety of yes that the user answers will be accepted (yes, 

 YES, Yes, yEs, etc.) To check for all possible variations, the 

 String class method ToUpper() will be applied to the input 

 and that result will be tested against "Yes", to determine if  

 the process should be repeated.  See the book, pg 464 for 

 an example of how to use ToUpper() 

       */ 

    } 

} 

 } 
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CUSTOM EXCEPTION CLASS PROGRAMS  
 
You will need to create two custom exception classes:  IncorrectLetterGradeException.cs and 

FloatingPtDivideByZeroException.cs. 

 
 
 
SUMMARY OF FILES 
 
You will need to create four files in one project for this assignment: 
 

1. StudentGrades.cs, which will be based upon the UML diagram and description from the top 

2. UseStudentGrades.cs, which will be based on the code/comments provided above here. 

3. IncorrectLetterGradeException.cs, which will be the custom exception for a grade not being 

A-D, or F 
4. FloatingPtDivideByZeroException.cs, which will be the custom exception for when calculating 

the cumulative GPA 
 
DO NOT CHANGE THE NAMES OF ANY OF THE METHODS OR THE CLASSES, ETC.!!!!! 
 
 
 
Be sure to read through the Required Elements sections for additional requirements. 
 
All programs are to begin with the following comments: 
/* Your Name 
* The program number and due date 
* Partner names – names of anyone with whom you received help from or worked with on the assignment 
* A very brief description of what the program where the comment will do when it runs – just that program! 
*/ 
 
Regarding the description – do not include any mention of code or a class assignment.  A good 
description for a program might be:  This program will ask the user for 2 numbers and then perform some math 
calculations on the numbers and print the results. 
 
An inappropriate description would go something like this:  This program is an assignment for class that I am 
required to do so that I can practice output, using loops and doing math. 

 
 

Naming Your Project and Source Code Files 
 
Projects should always be named FirstinitalLastname_ProgX – where you put your first initial and last 

name and the X after Prog is the program/assignment number.  For example, if a student were named John 

Doe and he was working on Program 8, his project name would be JDoe_Prog8 

 
You will need to name your instance class name/source code file for this assignment: StudentGrades.cs 

(remember rename your class name from in the Solution Explorer shown in Visual Studio).  The other class 
with the Main() method will be named UseStudentGrades.cs 
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You will need to name your custom exception classes IncorrectLetterGradeException.cs and 
FloatingPtDivideByZeroException.cs 

 
 
Required Elements: 
 
 Header section inside of comments at top of the instance class file 
 Output formatted as shown in the sample output at the end of this assignment 
 A class that will implement an StudentGrades class 

 A class that will implement a class with Main() and will use the UseStudentGrades class 

 Two custom exception classes 
 try/catch blocks were instructed/appropriate 

 Use of Console.Error.Write() or Console.Error.WriteLine() for output in a catch block 

 Use of selection structures where needed 
 Use format specfiers and variables for output wherever possible (i.e. don't hard code in numbers that can 

be represented by a variable or by a math expression, unless otherwise instructed to do so) 
 Use the correct selection structure for the situation 
 Use of repetition where needed 
 Use of appropriate loop type (definite or indefinite) where needed 
 Use of appropriate loop structure for the loop situation – i.e. use of while or do/while for indefinite 

loops and use of for with definite loops 

 Proper application of C# programming standards for identifiers 
 Use of data members and methods as indicated in the Program Description 
 Make sure the line that appears in the output window of "Press any key to continue…" appears on 

a line below your last line of output, not immediately following on the same line 
 

 
Submitting Your Program 
 

 You will need to find the folder for where your projects are saved.  If you didn’t specify a certain 
place for your projects, then they are likely in your Documents/Visual Studio/Projects 

 Zip the entire project folder 
 This can be done by doing a right click on the project folder and choose Send to..Compressed 

(zip) folder 
 Save this to a convenient location with the same name as the project 

 The entire zipped folder is the one to be submitted to ROC 
 Your program will be "submitted" via the drop box in our ROC course homepage 
 The drop box will be available until 11:59:59 on the turn in date, so I would suggest that you make 

sure your final submission is in the proper folder at least 5 minutes before that.   
 You may submit your program as many times as desired up until the due date and time. I will grade 

your last submission. 
 If you have not used the ROC drop box before, I strongly encourage you to view the orientation 

video about that available on our ROC homepage (see ROC Student Orientation Playlist) 
 Programs that are e-mailed to me instead of submitted via the ROC drop box, even if before the due 

date/time, will NOT be graded. 
 Remember that there are NO late submissions unless you are using your one Get Out of Jail Free 

(GOJF) card for the semester in which case you need to notify me of that and you then have 3 days 
after the original due date to submit that. 
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Things to Think About 
 

 This program took me the better part of a morning to complete and debug – and I knew exactly 
what I was trying to do with it.  This means that you want to start work on it NOW and not wait. 

 Completing this before the test will greatly help you with the test, but don’t sacrifice studying 
for the test to work on this.  Reserve at the least Sunday night and Monday day to studying for 
the test.  That means that your goal should be to be finished with this program by Sunday 
afternoon. 

 Be sure to read and re-read what is expected for each method and all classes 

 Be sure to follow the requirements carefully for what each method is to utilize for code.  In some 
places I am very specific about code requirements. 

 Write small pieces at a time and test.  Use lots of output for checking as you go.  Be sure to go back 
and remove any unnecessary output before submission though 

 Don't try to test with the sample output at the beginning.  Test with small, easy to see errors input.  For 
example, just have the student take 2 class each semester and enter all A's when testing to see if basic 
output and calculating of GPAs works.  After you are sure all the pieces are working, then test with the 
sample outputs and more. 

 Code the ToString() method early so that you can use it to output the object early to make sure that 

it is holding what you think it is holding 

 You always need to be sure that your program can compile and run and produce the expected output.  
Programs that can't compile are immediately placed in the second chance category 

 Be sure that you are not using multiple ifs when the situation is an if/else or if/else if or 
switch 

 Be sure you are using the correct loop for the situation. 

 Remember to use Console.Error.WriteLine() or Console.Error.Write() for output in a 
catch 

 You will need to add some additional print statements to Main() to sometimes get the output to appear 
as it does in the sample output 

 You will have a warning about an unused variable with one of your handled exceptions.  That is OK.  
You should not have any other warnings or errors, though. 

 Make sure that when you are implementing each method that you are using the object's private data 
members as needed.  You may create new variables in your methods if you feel that you need to do so. 

 DO NOT include anything in your class file that is not in the UML diagram and DO NOT leave out 
anything that is in the UML diagram. 

 DO NOT include anything in the class file with Main() that is not indicated in the above 

provided code/comments 

 Read the directions very carefully for what each method is to do and don’t have a method do 
something it shouldn't or leave out something it should do. 
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Goals 
 

 Implement a somewhat more complicate program with a number of classes given a class definitions 
with which to work 

 Declare, create, and use arrays, jagged and single 
 Write a Main() method/program to test your class implementation. 

 Create variables and use them appropriately in the program  
 Possibly use the && or || operator along with selection structure(s) to determine if a grade is valid 

when entered. 
 Use the appropriate selection and repetition structures for the job they are doing. 
 Use arithmetic to calculate the GPA. 
 Use looping structures and/or try/catch blocks to perform data validation on user input and do 

exception handling 
 Create custom exceptions 
 Gain practice with nearly all concepts studied this semester 

 
 

Grading Notes 
 

 Remember that programs must be created in Visual Studio 2012, or if you choose a different IDE, 
they must be able to run in Visual Studio 2012.  Then save them to a convenient place so that you 
know where to find them for submission to ROC drop box. 

 All files must include the header comments as shown/indicated towards the beginning of the 
assignment. 

 Programs must be able to compile and run and produce the output expected and use the code 
expected/required. 

 Name your class according to the “Class and File Naming” section above. Name your file according 
to the “Naming Your Project and Source Code File” section above here. 

 You may only use any methods or approaches that we have discussed in class.  If it is not the power 
points or in the book (and be careful about that also) then it shouldn't be in your code. 

 If you copy code form any source (allowed in extremely small quantities) be sure to cite your source 
and be able to explain what the code is doing.  If you can't explain it if asked to do so, you will 
receive a 0 for the program.  If you don't understand it, don't use it. 

 Make sure your output follows the format outlined above and according to the example below.  A 
portion of your grade is for following this format exactly.  That includes spacing and alignment as 
well as content and correct output values. 

 Name your identifiers according to C# coding standards 
 Follow good C# coding standards throughout all your code 
 Use variables and math expressions when possible instead of hard coding in numbers 
 At this point it is expected that you should be able to distinguish when to use just an if structure 

and when to use if/else or if/else if when appropriate.  Be sure to use the appropriate 

structure for the situation. 
 Be sure to use the proper type of loop code for the situation, i.e. while or do/while for indefinite, 

a for loop for definite 

 You must have some sort of an introductory statement, though you may determine the name of your 
company and exactly what it says (remember – it must be clean and appropriate!) 

 Be sure to read all directions carefully and follow them as stated here.  Failure to follow them 
could lead to your program ending up in the second chance category at an automatic loss of 
40%. 
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Suggest Approach 
 
As with all programs, the key is to take it in small bites and not try to do everything all at once. 
 
First, get enough of your instance class and Main() method and class written to be able to input the number 

of classes for each semester and create the array.  Then print the object just to be sure that you can do that 
much.  Even for this part don't worry about any data validation or handling of exceptions, etc.  Just make sure 
that you can get the big picture to work first. 
 
Once your program can do the above, move on and write enough to input the grades and then print the object 
to be sure that they show up correctly in the array.  First all the initial testing I would recommend just use a 
very small array, like 2 classes each semester) and enter all A's so determining GPAs will be easy to check 
and you won't have so much data entry to do. 
Once you are sure that grades can be entered and stored OK in the array, then move on and make sure that 
you can read in a semester from the user and calculate that GPA correctly.  Then add in the part to ask the 
user if another semester is desired and repeat the process. 
 
Again, once that is working OK, get the calculation and printing of the GPA working. 
 
Once you are sure that everything is working Ok, then go back and add in data validation and exception 
handling. 
 
Then finally test with values as shown in the sample output and others of your own in larger variety.  Always be 
sure to "break" your program by entering in any combination of bad input that you can think of for which your 
program should be testing. 
 
This is just a suggested approach and may not be the way you prefer, but whatever way you approach it, just 
do it in small pieces, not all at once to save yourself a lot of grief. 
 

 

 
 
3 Sample Program Runs (see next page) 
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